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Submission content: Please find below some considerations on the
District Plans and Metropolitans Strategy Amendment submission (if
you consider these comment irrelevant, please, skip). - Integrated
infrastructure planning and funding: Is there the minimum threshold of
social, engineering and transport infrastructure to be delivered prior the
land or houses to be sold? There is no consistent mechanism for the
infrastructure delivery at the metropolitan level as this level is govern
by both governments tires local and state i.e. with the significant
funding allocation to the state level. Developers contributions are not
working as the cap, i.e. the funding collection does not guarantee that
the infrastructure will be delivered. it could be prohibited to sell
houses/land prior the infrastructure will be factually delivered (built).
There are two levels of infrastructure delivery (Strategic – Metro level
and statutory – local government level). In a paragraph above, I
described the local level. The strategic level is presented below: - •
The Long-Term Transport Master Plan will deliver strategic transport
connections (recommended); - • In addition, The Long-Term
Engineering Plan (electricity, sewer, water, gas – this is a minimum) to
deliver strategic infrastructure capacity (demand calculations per
projected population); - • In addition: The Long-Term Metro Social
Infrastructure Plan. There are services which service local district



population like schools, groceries, libraries, child centers, parks,
medical centers. There are services which carter bigger area like
hospitals, universities, national libraries, etc.The Long-Term Metro
Social Infrastructure Plan will cover services which carter bigger area.
In addition, it is necessary to provide calculations on how many
schools and other local infrastructure you need out of populations’
projections (the number of places per 1000 citisens). Where these
schools will be located? What is the school catchment area for different
densities types?; and what is the school capacity (number of students)
for different density types? Basically, the strategic infrastructure
(transport, engineering and social) could be funded by state. Local
transport and engineering infrastructure could be funded by developers
as this is not possible to sell the house without transportation and
engineering connections (this product could not be sold). However, the
house /land with transport and pipes could be sold without the social
infrastructure at the local level (it is a major gap in infrastructure
deliver). This infrastructure is important for the sense of community and
local livability (costs could be approximately calculated out of densities
and population projections). Which body will fund local social
infrastructure at the local level? From my understanding, the
developers’ cap does not solve this infrastructure delivery, local
governments do not have funds to be allocated for this infrastructure in
particular and the state government is not interested to fund the
infrastructure of the local significance. It is an open question. -
Affordable housing: drivers for non-affordability: (a) The Sydney
growing population profile is migrants. As most of these people came
from other countries it does not matter which housing you will deliver,
i.e. the Australian lifestyle performed in detached houses has no
importance (it is my personal opinion). Medium density could be
delivered which will reflect in infrastructure costs (basically transport
and engineering). But, the existing state of the construction industry is
not capable to deliver this volume of medium density housing as this
industry is focused predominantly on the detached housing delivery.
How could this industry be gradually restructured to deliver the medium



density? (b) Population profile: the consistency of the projected
housing stock with the projected population profile. From my
observation, the detached house is a prevailing from of housing.
However, is that efficient to build a house for 2 persons? (c) To deliver
housing at low cost it is good to analyse what are the costs drivers.
From my opinion the main driver is an investment property for locals
and overseas buyers. To address this the following options could be
considered: - To prohibit to buy affordable/social housing properties to
second home buyers (market analysis); - To prohibit to buy
affordable/social housing properties to people without permanent
residency (PR) (market analysis); - Ensure that most affordable/social
housing properties are located in most accessible locations, to settle
more people closer to jobs and services at higher densities (1 -2 km
from transport and economic hubs) to promote walkability as well 1-20
min walk, to utilise the land price by urban mix used (location
distribution). (d) Land and infrastructure costs analysis is necessary to
determine the basic spatial distribution for affordable housing (guiding
principles). - Land requirements: • Will you calculate how much land do
you need for all type of uses: residential, commercial, industrial, utilities
and transport. etc.? • Will you calculate these land requirements out of
the population growth projections (population density per ha)? • How
many ha of land will you need having the knowledge on the population
density per each district? Could you reach this number? What is the
time-frame? What are limitations? • Will this rezoning be allocated on
the land which is not vulnerable to environmental hazards (strategic
land assessment)? I have provided some considerations, i.e. my
personal opinion. I am an overseas town planner assuming that I am
not familiar with many nuances in Australian context. If this information
is irrelevant, please skip.
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